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5. KL (Complex) $C$






1. $ochiai;ttyp1$ \copyright dhcp-50{7}% $/$$\underline{at|a}rightarrow s$exe
This is the Atlas of Reductive Lie Groups Software Package version 0.2.6.2.
Build date: Aug 222007 at 17:17:38.
Ente$r^{t\prime}help$”if you need asslstance.
enter kernel generators, one per line
(ad for $adjoint_{1}$ ?to abort): $\acute{\sim}\mathcal{D}$
enter inner $c|ass(es):CC$
$ma|n:\Leftrightarrow^{..rea\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} form}$









2.2 Weyl Hasse : 2
Weyl
1. $A_{4}$ $A_{2}$ type





5. ( $0$ 5 ) $W$
KL $P_{x,y}$ $x,$ $y$
$0$
6. 4 ( $=$ 2 ) simple reflection
2 4030 $1\in W$ $s_{1}$
$4\in W,$ $1\in W$ $s_{2}$ $0\in W,$ $1\in W$ $s_{1}$
$3\in W,$ $1\in W$ $s_{2}$ $0\in W$ KL
$i$ $k$ $j$ $j$ $k$ $i$
7. 4
8. 4 $C$
9. ( $0$ ) Weyl (simple reflection
reduced expression )
10. KL $W$





elements of flnite $o\ulcorner der$ in the center of the simply connected group:
$Z/3.Z/3$
enter kernel generators, one per line
(ad for $ad\dot{\rfloor}oint$, ?to abort): $\nearrow\backslash \supset$
enter inner class(es): $\backslash OCc$
main$:_{t}r-=$ealform
there $|s$ aunique real form; sl $(3_{1}C)$
real: $\Phi b\rangle$
kgbsize: 6
Name an output file ($\ulcorner eturn$ for stdout, ?to abandon): $C$
$0$ : 212 $\rceil$ $**r*[CCCC]0$
1: 40 3 $0$ $****$ [CCCC] $\rceil 2,4$
2: $0304$ $*r*r$ [CCCC] 11,3
3: 5215 $r\cdot,$ $*[CCCC]22,1,3,4$
4: $\rceil$ $552$ $*\cdot*r$ [CCCC] 21,2,4,3
5: 3443 $***[CCCC]$ 31,2,1,3,4,3
real:
6 1,2,1,3,4,3 (12) $(23)(12)(45)(56)(45)=(13)(46)\in S_{3}xS_{3}\subset S_{6}$















Name an output $r_{11e}$ (return for stdout, 7to abandon):





















2 zero polynomials; 19 nonzero polynomials
real:
168
2.3 KL : 3
klbasis KL
4 2: $0:1$ $x=2\in W,$ $y=0\in W$ KL
,$\sqrt{}$q) $=1$
sl $(6,C)$ 4

































$U(p, q)$ ( $SU(p, q)$
$V$ KLV $U(p, q)$ Cartan












$e|ements$ of finite orde$\ulcorner$ in the cente $\ulcorner$ of the simply connected group:
$Z/3$
enter kernel generators, one per line
(ad for adjoint, ? to abort): $’\sim \mathcal{D}$
enter inner $c|ass(es):c\mathcal{D}$
$main:\Leftrightarrow^{ea1form}$













4. ( $0$ ) KL
5. 4 simple root





2 014$*$ $s_{1}$ $1\in V$ Case (a) $4\in V$
kgb $1\in V$ $4\in V$ $1\in S$ $s_{2}$ $1\in V$
Case (c) $1\in V$
5 45 ** $s_{2}$ $4\in V$ Case (b) $5\in V$
Hasse $4\in V$ $5\in V$ $2\in S$
6. [ ] n, c, C, r simple root
non-compact, compact, Complex, real
Hecke algebra
Matsuki-Oshima clan
7. ( $0$ ) ranked poset
Weyl (KL )





Name an output file (return for stdout, ?to abandon): $C$
$0$ : $\rceil 2$ 4 3 $[nn]0$
1: $0\rceil$. 4 $*[nc]0$
2: 2 $0$ $*3$ [cn] $0$
3.’ 53 $*\cdot[Cr]\rceil 2$






$2\backslash \sqrt 5^{-}|$ :
$-$ $t$ -





Weyl Bruhat Hasse diagram
($0$ )
2 3







3.3 W-like parametrization of $K\backslash G/B$ for $U(p, q)$




$U(p, q)$ $V=K\backslash G/B$ $(w,\epsilon)$
$n=p+q$
$\bullet$ $w\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}$ with $w^{2}=e$ . ( involution )
$\bullet$ $\epsilon$ $\{i|1\leq i\leq n, w(i)=i\}$ $\{+, -\}$ $\epsilon(i)$ $i$
$w(i)\neq i$ $\epsilon(i)$ assign
$\bullet$ $\#\{i|\epsilon_{i}=+\}-\neq\{i|\epsilon_{i}=-\}=p-q$
: $U(2,1)$ $p=2,$ $q=1$ $(w, \epsilon)$ $w$
$e$ (12), (23), (13) 4
$\bullet$ $w=e$ $\epsilon$ : $\{1,2,3\}arrow t+,$ $-\}$ $+$ 2 , $-$ 1
3 MO $(++-),$ $(+-+),$ $(-++)$




: $U(2,2)$ $(p=q=2$ $)$ $V=K\backslash G/B$ 21 $(w, \epsilon)$
$\bullet$ $w=e$ . $\epsilon$ : $\{1,2,3,4\}arrow\{+, -\}$ 2 6
$\bullet$ $w=(12)$ $(\epsilon(3), \epsilon(4))=(+, -)$ or $(-, +)$ 2 $w=$
(12), (13), (14), (23), (24), (34) 6
$\bullet$ $w=(12)(34),$ (13) $(24),$ (14) $(23)$










(RS, p128, Contemporary Math. 153) MO Atlas
RS, MO, Atlas 3
$ncCr$
$\bullet$ $w(i)=i,$ $w(i+1)=i+1$ $\epsilon(i)=\epsilon(i+1)$ c($=$compact root).
$\bullet$ $w(i)=i,$ $w(i+1)=i+1$ $\epsilon(i)\neq\epsilon(i+1)$ n( $=$noncompact
root).





44.1 KL vs KLV
Kazhdan-Lusztig Kazhdan-Lusztig-Vogan $P_{x)y}(q)$ 1
$G/B$ $K$ $G$ involutive subgroup(
2 $\theta$ : $Garrow G$ ) $G=GL(n),$ $K=$
$GL(p)\cross GL(q)$ with $n=p+q$
$U(p, q)$ $\theta$ $\pm 1$
$p,$ $q$ $I_{p,q}$ $\theta(g)=I_{p,q}gI_{p,q}$
$G’$ $G=G’\cross G’$ , $\theta$ $\theta(g_{1}, g_{2})=$
$(g_{2}, g_{1})$ $K=\Delta G’=\{(g, g)|g\in G’\}$ diagonal subgroup
$G/K\cong G’$ ( $G$ ) $(g_{1}, g_{2})\mapsto g_{1}g_{2}^{-1}$
$G’$ Borel $B’$ $B=B’\cross B’$ $G$ Borel
$G/K\cong G’$ $B\backslash G/K\cong B’\backslash G’/B’\cong W’$
$\bullet$






$\varphi$ : $G/K\ni gK\mapsto g\theta(g)^{-1}\in G$ $G$-
$G/K$ $B$ $B\varphi(g)B$ $B\backslash G/B\cong W$
Weyl $\theta(\varphi(g))=g^{-1}$ Weyl $w$
$\theta(w)=w^{-1}$ twisted involution




$\varphi((g_{1}, g_{2})\Delta G’)=(g_{1},g_{2})(g_{2}^{-1}, g_{1}^{-1})=(g_{1}g_{2}^{-1},g_{2}g_{1}^{-1})$
$w=(w_{1}, w_{2})\in W’\cross W’=W$ twisted involution $w_{2}=w_{1}^{-1}$




1. $x,$ $y$ ?
2. $P_{x_{t}y}\neq 0B\backslash$ ? $P_{x_{t}y}=q^{m}B1$ ?
3. $P_{x_{1}y}(q)$ ?(cf. Curtis)
4. KL, KLV ?
kgb ?(cf. Stembrige, W-graph)
5. KLV Coxeter ( $=$non-geometric) version ?
6. $P_{x,y}(q)$ $P_{x,y}(1)$ ?
etc.
4.3 Final comment
Atlas Project Atlas web page
http: $//ww$ . liegroups. org
B. Binegar
http: $//www$ . math. okstate. $edu/\sim$binegar$/Research/Nankai$ . html
Binegar
Lecture 1, 2
kgb KLV quick manual
177
